GENERATION ZAPPED SHOWINGS

I am working on GENERATION ZAPPED, the new film about EMF sensitivity and the many
health risks from wireless radiation. I received your name as someone who expressed interest in
the film earlier this year and I am writing to provide you with an update.
In order to activate the public and raise awareness about this issue, especially with regards to
how it effects children and teens, we are launching a worldwide screening campaign. Anyone
interested in sharing the film with their community of colleagues, parents and friends can work
with us to plan a screening of the film, to take place this fall and winter. But we are booking
them now!
While we would love to offer the film for free, it was financed independently and we need to
charge something to run our outreach and screening campaign. We want to reach as many people
as possible, so we made the screening fee much lower than what is typical and offer a home
screening option.
I can send a link if you need to preview the film before deciding. In the meantime, please watch
our new trailer which will go public next week!
https://vimeo.com/221492864
Password: TrailerZapped@2017
Below are the two screening options:
Home Screening: $75
Hold a screening at a home for up to 20 people. We will provide you with a DVD, promotional
and discussion materials to help you make it a unique experience. This can take place anytime
this fall and winter, but please book it as soon as you can. We request that you do not charge for
admission, but you can ask your group to chip in to share the costs.
Community Screening: $245
Reach an even wider audience by holding a larger screening. This can take place at any type of
venue, such as a school, theater, community center – it can be anywhere you can set up a screen
and play the DVD. This option is intended for up to 200 people and you have the option to
charge for tickets ($10-$15 suggested) or accept donations to cover the cost. We will provide you
with a DVD, promotional and discussion materials, along with social media support, to help you
make it an impactful event.
Additional Features & Multiple Screenings: A Q&A with the director or experts in the film,
via Skype or in person, is possible for an additional fee, starting at $50. Let me know if you

would like more information on this. For multiple screenings, we can offer an adjusted rate after
the first one.
I would be happy to answer any questions or plan a time to speak by phone. If you would like to
proceed, let me know which option you prefer and I can send you a simple form to fill out and
sign.
I look forward to hearing what you think.

Best, Amy Slotnick

